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Authorities’ Solution to Combat Flooding |Semarang







A: Highest Risk

E: Highest Risk







Government is offering help to low income residents to refurbish houses, but has been ineffective due 

to bureaucratic issues.



Semarang might face an issue of  over population. The expected growth

of  people is to be 15 % in 2030,  increase of  ~3000 people, ~600 families within the next 15 

years







Overview| Issues + Strategies





1 Cleaning Facilities

2 Planted Mangroves

3 Proposed Fish Smoking Facility

4 New Housing Typologies

5 Proposed Market Place

6 Silvofishery on Abandoned Fish Ponds

7 Riverside Development

8 Improved Quality of  Green Spaces



Strategy 1|Reforming existing Fish Smoking Industry to be more cost efficient and channeling 

profits to the low income community of  Bandarharjo







A proposed sustainable system 

of  maximising resource use

1. Fish caught at Silvofishery

farm

2. Fish sent to market

3. Fish collected at External 

Drop off  point with 

“Gerobak” system

4. Fish transported to 

Internal Drop off  Point

5. Fish cleaned at Cleaning

Facility

6. Fish gets smoked at New 

Smoking Facility

7. Fish parts are being 

transported grinding 

facility for Compost

8. Other fish parts are being 

transported to be used for

local crafts to further fuel 

the economy



A proposed sustainable system,

taking into consideration the time and  program 

schedule of  various members involved in process

Information was collected from interviewing the

locals working at the Fish Market during site visit













Current Fish Smoking 

Typology is primitive and 

harmful to the environment.

Proposed Fish Smoking Typology 

with the implementation of  liquid 

smoke does not release smoke to the 

environment, while producing 

by-products to help fuel the local 

economy.













Type 1: Roof  + Walls of  Container 

to create Roof  Structure

Type 2: Whole Container for 

service activities, eg cooking
Type 3: Frame of  Container

Maximising Resources | Utilising Existing Materials on Site to Construct Marketplace



Current Road Size of Kali 

Bahru could be as narrow 

as 1.5m. 

There’s a need to 

implement a new transport 

typology to ensure 

efficiency of transport in 

proposed self sustaining 

economic system









Strategy 2| Create new housing typology to accommodate future increase in population and 

adapt to land subsidence and flooding



Learning Points:

1) Organic and incremental in nature

2) Front side of  the house always 

orientate to the street, which result in 

lively street conditions

3) Lively street conditions:

Economic activities > shops, 

hawkers, f&b, and stalls

Social activities > street furniture, 

playgrounds

Environmental activities  > garden, 

pocket parks

All these activities merge quite 

seamlessly

Can be observed mostly on the 1 

storey typology.

About 60 – 70% of  houses fall under the 1 storey typology, which are the most vulnerable to the issue of  flooding and being sunken.

As such, future development needs to be easily assembled, highly flexible, and adaptable. 

It needs to be resilient to flooding while also being contextually sensitive.  



A: Highest Risk

E: Highest Risk













Strategy 3| Increasing the Quality of  Green Spaces on Underutilised Areas, Turning them into Pocket 

Parks

Some underutilised spots are being used as pocket 

parks, other than composting areas for the Fish 

Smoking Industry, Fuel Recharge Area for the 

Gerobak and also household production industries 

such as crafts workshop.
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